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Apparently, small and medium-sized private enterprises are seen to play an 
important role in promoting Chinese social progress and solving employment issues. 
With the development of SME, human resource management system enjoyed a 
remarkable ascendancy during the past decade years, which has become key strategic 
resources to enhance the competitiveness and keep the advantages of the organization 
in a current complex and constantly changing environment. Therefore, the small and 
medium-sized private enterprises attach the great importance to the construction of 
human resources management, hoping to make the enterprises alive by providing 
skills, motivations, knowledge and autonomy. 
Baolinfeng, an enterprise focusing on providing marketing plans to TOP 500 
companies, was founded in 2005 and take “keep innovation and creating surprises to 
the customers” as its mission. Baolinfeng’starget is becoming the leader of industry of 
making marketing plan and has achieved a comparatively good result. 
It is important for enterprises to apply the best theory and the latest research 
results to get access to the efficient management. Meanwhile, it’s essential for them to 
combine the theory and practical situations closely. We understand the difficulties in 
personnel selection, training, career planning, salary incentives and company culture 
building of human resources management.Based on the survey about Baolinfeng’s 
human resources management,the article discussed these concerns and analysis the 
reasons and finally propose the methods for improvement. For instance, Baolinfeng 
lack of effective training and compensation incentive system. To solve this problem, 
the article suggests Baolinfengshould change the idea of making use of talents, 
transform family-pattern management, improve human resources management system 
and build great organizational culture. Baolinfeng, a private enterprise in a fully 
competitive field, could provide useful experiences to other small and medium-sized 
private enterprises relating to the human resources.   
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